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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2018109130A1] A hinge device for a door (D) of a chest appliance (A) has, in an operative condition, the respective opening lying on
a horizontal geometric plane and the respective door (D) rotating around a horizontal axis between a closure condition, in which said door (D) is
horizontal and closes the opening, and an opening condition (O) in which it is inclined compared to the opening, thus making it accessible. Said
device (1) comprises a first member (3) assigned to be fixed to a body of the appliance (A) and a second member (5) assigned to be fixed to the
door (D) of said appliance (A) and hinged to the first member (3) by means of a horizontal hinge pin (7). Said device comprises a transmission
means (11) having an end which is connected to the second member (5) by means of a first connection pivot means (13) which is fixed to the
second member (5) parallel to and spaced from the hinge pin (7) and the opposite end of the transmission means (11) has a second connection
pivot means (15) which is bound to slide along respective slot means (17) which are parallel to an operative direction approaching or leaving the
hinge pin (7), said slot means (17) are obtained in respective lateral walls of the first member (3). Such device (1) further comprising resilient means
(14) assigned to apply to the transmission means (11) an elastic force acting at least partially in said operative direction and towards the opening
condition (O). The resilient means (14) comprise at least one helicoidal spring acting in extension and having an end which is hooked to the hinge
pin (7) and the other end hooked directly or indirectly to the second connection pivot means (15) or the resilient means (14) comprise at least one
helicoidal spring acting in compression and whose ends are connected to the hinge pin (7) and to the second connection pivot means (15) by means
of respective spring guides or tie-rods.
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